This article examines writing conference discourse in one English as a Second Language (ESL) basic composition course. The study is based on a 25,000-word corpus of 10 writing conference interactions between the instructor and seven students. Through a microlevel analysis, the authors demonstrate how and to what degree the writing conference can serve as a locus of "emergent agency," with a particular focus on the second-language writer. The data exhibit patterns in the students' discourse such that earlier segments in the interactions tend to reflect uncertainty, confusion, negative self-evaluation, and negative other-evaluation. As the sessions progress, the authors note shifts in stance whereby students begin to propose candidate solutions to actual or perceived problems and evince more authorial direction. The authors demonstrate that the practice can serve as an effective pedagogical activity in which novice writers learn to navigate through challenges and obstacles associated with university-level reading and writing tasks.
the planning and precomposition stages-phases that correspond broadly to Hayes and Flower's (1980) subcomponents of planning and translating.
The writing course in question was designed as a dialogically based composition course; it began as an experimental approach to ESL writing pedagogy in which the role of the teacher as sole expert and/or authority over content material was deemphasized, making way for collaborative and dialogic exchanges of views among and between students. The class represented an environment where all students were considered equally responsible for collaboratively advancing discussions, proffering interpretations, expressing opinions, and working through textual and interpretational difficulties, as members of a stable and cohesive writing group. 1 The writing conferences for the course were designed as one-on-one meetings in which students discussed early drafts of their essays or predraft notes with their instructor. The topics of these interactions frequently centered on the interpretation and application of readings, strategies in addressing the writing prompt, and adequacy and appropriateness of supporting information to be used in the essay. Beyond discussions of text and text effectiveness, however, the discourse also reflects how students perceived their own abilities and confidence levels with regard to their writing and their ability to address the tasks at hand-often revealing problems in these areas. Typically, the talk dealt with issues that preceded students' actual composition.
A microlevel analysis of the interactional exchanges in these conferences provides evidence for precisely what appears to be problematic to studentsin terms of their course readings, understanding of the readings, and strategizing of responses to the writing tasks. In the moment-by-moment unfolding of these interactions, we observe how problems emerge and how they are resolved, if at all, in real time and within situated interaction. The discourse evinces students' attitudinal stances vis-à-vis the assignments, reading materials, their own texts, and also toward themselves as writers and thinkers.
We thus view the writing conference as constituting a locus of emergent agency, where students and teacher collaborate in the discursive negotiation and construction of the detailed planning, translation, 2 and early composition stages of students' writing. A microlevel examination of the discourse reveals how, in the progress of these negotiations, agency emerges among novice writers as they grapple with the writing tasks at hand and engage in purposeful, goal-directed dialogue with their instructor about reading, writing, and the fulfillment of their writing assignments.
We use the term agency to refer collectively to the following behavioral and metacognitive characteristics: an awareness of the task at hand; an understanding of the demands of that task; the ability to envision possible programs-programs that emphasize the ability to evaluate and respond to readings, evaluate others' arguments, and develop and persuasively articulate one's own position (e.g., Bizzell, 1987; English for Freshmen, 2006; Lindemann, 1995; Pennsylvania State University, Department of English Web site, 2005; Student Academic Services, 2005) . From this perspective, the challenges faced by incoming freshmen who are not native speakers of English and who were not socialized in the Western academic tradition are compounded all the more. These issues are equally entwined in discussion of agency in writing; that is, they are inseparably related to students' ability to understand the demands of each writing task and to plan the appropriate steps to meet those demands effectively and efficiently.
The writing conference research presented here is intended to shed light on these preliminary phases in the composition process in which novice L2 writers turn prelinguistic thought into ideas and words as they incrementally and recursively plan the accomplishment of two specific writing tasks for the course in collaboration with their instructor. Through an analysis of talk in interaction, we observe agency as dialogically constructed within this situated context.
Theoretical Orientations-Dialogue and Mediation
The dialogic construction of agency is based on the Bakhtinian (1981, 1986 ) sense of dialogism, that is, the perspective that any word or any utterance is a response to a preceding or potential word or utterance; it is inextricably connected to a complex network of other words or other utterances. According to Bakhtin (1986) , our speech, that is, all of our utterances…is filled with others' words, varying degrees of otherness or varying degrees of "our-own-ness," varying degrees of attachment. These words of others carry with them their own expression, their own evaluative tone, which we assimilate, rework, and re-accentuate. (p. 89) All discourse, therefore, is dialogic. It is at once variably recursive and responsive in that its content, that is, words, symbols, and utterances, has occurred in prior discourse in some related form or shape, and current discourse is responsive to the prior. Furthermore, current discourse is not only responsive to prior discourse but also is directed to recipients and is thus inherently addressive (Kramsch, 2000) .
A dialogically designed writing course such as the one presented in this article places primary importance on language-language not only as produced in written text or conversational interaction but also as central to the mediation of cognition and thought (Swain, in press; Vygotsky, 1986) ; that is, if thought and cognition are silent, language gives them voice, makes them visible artifacts. By expressing thoughts and ideas through language, we reciprocally externalize internal psychological activity and internalize external activity (Swain, in press ). Cognition mediated through language becomes "accessible data" (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1983) , "a shareable resource" (Swain, in press ), through which knowledge, understanding, and experience may be evaluated and reevaluated, shaped and reshaped. Problems and problem sources are expressed through language; they are discussed and reassessed and, through dialogue, are often resolved.
Furthermore, language in collaborative interchanges has the capacity to advance, broaden, and clarify our understandings. As participants engage in dialogic interaction, "new criticisms and alternatives keep being brought into the discourse, thus enlarging with no inherent limit the circle of those for whom the discourse represents progress" (Bereiter, 1994, p. 6) . The discourse is progressive "in the sense that understandings are being generated that are new to the local participants and that the participants recognize as superior to their previous understanding" (Bereiter, 1994, p. 9) .
In the context of a writing course such as the one reported here, each draft, essentially each piece of student writing, constitutes an "observable manifestation of cognitive behavior" (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1983) . At the same time, in the situatedness of an ongoing writing conference, all participants (instructor, student, researchers) gain immediate access to the here-and-now instances of microlevel hints that reveal the writers' thoughts and feelings and to the plans and idea formulations to be incorporated into upcoming drafts. Each component, each step, becomes momentarily visible, followed by shifts and turns and reformulated thinking. Through the writing conference and its inherent mediated interaction, multiple levels of the cognitive process involved in the composition (including precomposition) and creation of text become observable and collaboratively shaped by the copresent interactants.
Research Questions
In light of the concept of dialogicality and its crucial role in the interactive activity of sense making and problem solving, that is, in the emergence of agency in the planning, formulation, and preformulation phases in novice L2 writers, the current study sought to answer the following general research questions: In what way is agency or the lack of agency discursively constructed by the students through dialogic interaction in the writing conference?
We further narrow the scope of our inquiry to address questions that seek to identify specific characteristics related to the discursive construction of agency: Using extracts from the writing conference and student-produced written data, we illustrate this concept of mediating thought through language. Our findings reflect Swain's (in press) notion of "coming-to-know-while-speaking" whereby interactants engaged in situated collaborative interchange reach new or deeper understandings of text and rhetorical conventions, of their own writing tasks, and how to plan and execute those tasks effectively, thus exhibiting agency as an emergent phenomenon.
Participants and Data Description Participants
The data for the current study were collected from one ESL basic composition course offered in the fall of 2000 at a large northeastern university. Students are placed in the "ESL track" based on their performance on a grammar-focused placement examination administered university-wide to incoming freshmen.
3 ESL-tracked students are then given an additional diagnostic test that determines their eligibility to enroll directly into the freshman composition course. In the event that a student receives a nonpassing score, she or he is required to enroll first in the basic composition course. 4 The pseudonym of ESL 01 will be used henceforth to refer to the basic writing course. Although the course is credit bearing (three credits), it does not count toward the minimum requirements for the university's baccalaureate degree programs.
Xiang, one of the authors of this article, was the instructor of the sections of ESL 01 under investigation. Xiang was then in her second year of a master's program in Teaching English as a Second Language (TESL), and this class constituted her first teaching assignment. Xiang had arrived in the United States from China one year previously and had had no prior teaching experience. However, the previous spring semester she took an intensive graduate seminar in alternative, nontraditional approaches to secondlanguage writing pedagogy offered at the same university. The course provided an overview of theory and research related to second-language writing pedagogy in addition to a wide variety of activities where students received hands-on experience in composing and revision processes, materials selection and design, responding to writing (face-to-face and through written comments), and writing assessment. The nontraditional focus of the seminar involved the design and management of university writing courses essentially as literacy-based workshops where "dialogic discourse" (Bakhtin, 1981 (Bakhtin, , 1986 ) is central to all class activities-dialogue as it occurs in writing between text and reader or in speech between and among interlocutors, with each dialogic interaction having the potential to engender new dialogue (John-Steiner, 1997; Kramsch, 2000; Strauss, Feiz, Ivanova, & Xiang, 2004; Strauss, Feiz, Xiang, & Ivanova, in press; Swain, 2000; Wertsch, 1985 Wertsch, , 1991 .
In all, 21 students from Xiang's two sections of ESL 01 agreed to participate. The participants were from Mainland China (2), Hong Kong (1), Taiwan (1), South Korea (2), India (1), Indonesia (2), Israel (1), Mexico (2), Puerto Rico (2), Saudi Arabia (3), Spain (2), Thailand (1), and Vietnam (1). Students ranged in age from 18 to 22 years and were predominantly first-semester freshmen. Some students had attended high school in the United States; some had only just arrived. Students'majors included engineering, economics, psychology, women's studies, information science and technology, and computer science. In spite of the fact that all 21 students were placed in the same-level writing course, disparities in their oral and written proficiency levels and critical thinking skills were evident, especially during the early weeks of the semester.
Target ESL 01 Course
ESL 01 is a 15-week course that meets twice weekly, with each class period totaling 75 mins. At the time the current study began, the course readings, writing assignments, activities, and grading criteria for the various sections of ESL 01 were left to the discretion of each individual teaching assistant.
With regard to the target sections of ESL 01, the instructor drew largely on the sample materials, writing prompts, class activities, and grading rubric and/or criteria presented and practiced in the second-language writing seminar the previous semester. She designed the course around a total of six multiple-draft writings that together accounted for 80% of the students' final grades; the remaining 20% was based equally on attendance (10%) and participation (10%). The topics for the six assignments are summarized below: #1: My favorite place (descriptive paragraph) #2: The relationship between culture and politeness (observations) #3: Reading reaction to a news editorial (emphasis on summary skills) #4: Critique (students select a piece of writing to critique) #5: Argument synthesis (topic: bystander apathy) #6: Open-topic research paper (requiring an argument and synthesis of literature)
In addition to the graded assignments, students were asked to write several informal journal entries prior to initiating and after completing the formal writing tasks. These impromptu entries were designed for students to grapple with and sort out preliminary ideas for their writing assignments and also to comment on their final drafts and the processes they underwent to arrive at that level.
Writing conferences were scheduled for each essay assignment. All conferences were held in the instructor's office outside normal class hours. Conferences were required at the first draft stage for each essay; conferences for later drafts were optional, and students took it upon themselves to schedule follow-up appointments with the instructor.
Data and Method
The current study is based on two types of data: (a) oral data from the face-to-face interactions and (b) student-generated writings (multiple essay drafts, e-mails, journal entries).
The oral data consist of a 25,000-word corpus of writing conference interactions between the instructor and 7 of the original 21 students. The first audiotaped conference centered on Draft 1 and/or 2 for Essay #4 (critique), recorded during the 7th week of the semester. The second recorded conference took place during Week 11 and involved the first/second draft of Essay #5 (argument synthesis). Writing conferences for these essays were chosen because the assignments represented a crossroads in the curriculum with regard to the levels of analysis, support, and critical thinking skills needed to accomplish these tasks; that is, prior to these assignments, students had predominantly constructed single paragraphs or miniessays around topics concerning personal experience, opinion, and observations; the later assignments, that is, Numbers 4, 5, and 6, required students to respond directly to instances of written text, to analyze critically the content, rhetorical style, and authorial stances of the writers of those texts.
The critique and argument synthesis assignments were introduced to the class through excerpts from Behrens and Rosen (1996) . 5 Chapter 3, "Critical Reading and Critique," provides a detailed explanation of the genre and the basic components that critiques should include. An excerpt of the chapter appears in Appendix A.
The in-class activities that accompanied this introduction involved peer-peer, small group, and large class discussions that centered on the sample critique and the suggested guidelines for writing critiques provided in Behrens and Rosen (1996) . The focus of these discussions involved analysis of the sample critique beyond what the authors presented, with a particular emphasis on how to articulate one's position and to logically and convincingly support that position through an appeal to concrete examples and/or outside references. Students were required to select an article or essay on their own to critique for the assignment.
For the argument synthesis, students first read excerpts from chapter 4 of Behrens and Rosen (1996) , especially the definition of synthesis and the detailed discussions and samples of the argument synthesis, as excerpted in Appendix B.
The argument synthesis assignment required that students first read a selection of pieces by various authors on the social issue of "bystander apathy." Students were then asked to write an essay in which they would argue as to what they believe is the cause of bystander apathy within a particular sociocultural context. This task required students to synthesize content from their course readings (and other outside sources, if desired) and to illustrate their positions using at least one concrete example from a lived experience. Here again, the task represented a higher degree of challenge compared to previous assignments in that students needed to decide on a position and support that position in a logical and convincing manner.
The seven students were selected for study because their language backgrounds and countries of origin constitute a representative sample of the entire class. We transcribed all seven conference sessions for the first draft of Essay #4 (critique) and three sessions for Essay #5 (argument synthesis), totaling 10 conference sessions in all. Table 1 provides the name of each student (referred to by pseudonym), country of origin, native language, and size of data set (in number of words); the duration of each session ranged between 30 and 50 mins.
The sessions were transcribed according to the conventions of conversation analysis (M. Atkinson & Heritage, 1984) , which capture not only the content of the talk but also turn sequencing and such prosodic features as stress, pitch peaks, volume shifts, pauses, and so on.
The written data include essay drafts in addition to informal impromptu writings such as journal entries and e-mail exchanges with the instructor.
Prior to attending both conferences, students were expected to have written and revised the first draft of each assignment. The two class sessions preceding each of the conferences centered on the following activities: teacher's detailed explanation of the genre of critique (or argument synthesis) and of the specific requirements for each task; a class discussion in which students analyzed a professional critique (or a professional argument synthesis) to uncover such elements as author stance, overall structure and organization, stance-marking techniques, and use of illustrative examples. The class activity also included a "collaborative peer review" of an anonymous first draft produced by one of the students in the class that was used as a sample to guide all students toward effective revisions for their subsequent drafts. 6 Given the dialogic nature of the entire class delivery, students were already quite accustomed to discussing and analyzing texts critically, from the points of view of audience and/or reader, content, organization, sentence structure, word choice, relatability and adequacy of the examples, and so on. The implicit expectation was simply that students be prepared to discuss with the instructor any element of their draft or predraft notes in preparation for the next stage of revision. 
Findings Distribution of Turns at Talk and Turn Length-Instructor Versus Student
With regard to the distribution of turns at talk, we find a rather consistent pattern across all 10 data sets in that the instructor provided slightly more than one half of the total turns at talk in each conference session, as noted in Table 2 . The relative length of the instructor's turns was consistently longer than student-produced turns. The largest mean number of words per student turn was 13.18, from Alloo's first critique conference (L-S = longest, student); the smallest mean number of words per student turn was 4.34, from Ling's first critique conference (S-S = shortest, student). The mean number of words per turn for the instructor ranged from 10.86 words (S-I = shortest, instructor) to 23.21 (L-I = longest, instructor).
Furthermore, the ratio of student:teacher talk ranged from 1:1.3 in Alloo's argument synthesis conference to 1:4.5 in Ling's critique conference, exhibiting a rather well-balanced distribution of talk between all participants. These turn distributions contrast sharply with Patthey-Chavez and Ferris (1997) who reported ratios of student:teacher talk ranging from 1:1.7 to 1:10.3 in their writing conference data. That students in the current study produced nearly one half of all turns at talk with substantial turn lengths (average total ratio is 1:2.3 words) points, at the very least, to a willingness on the students' part to engage openly in dialogue about their assignments, drafts, and predraft notes-an obvious prerequisite to the discursive interchange involving early phases of the composing and precomposing process.
Linguistic Markers of Agentive and Nonagentive Stances and Stance Shifts
The issues raised in Questions 2 and 3 with regard to the marking of agentive and nonagentive stances emerged progressively through an inductive approach to the data. Xiang (2001) first analyzed a portion of the data related to a single student, Tang. She began with excerpts of the face-to-face conference sessions on Draft #1 of the critique and argument synthesis. Xiang's initial study was not influenced by a particular a priori framework or assumptions; rather, the analysis grew from her discovery of particular linguistic patterns that centered predominantly on modals and negation. What surfaced was a metaphorical opposition of two concepts surrounding Tang's interaction, that Note: L-I: longest, instructor; S-I: shortest, instructor; S-S: shortest, student; L-S: longest, student.
distribution.
is, dark doom and bright zone. She termed breakthrough moments those linguistic and pragmatic hints where Tang metaphorically left the domain of darkness and entered the zone of brightness. We subsequently transcribed conference session interactions for six additional students; the additional students' data were selected based on their language backgrounds to provide a representative sample of the makeup of the class. A total of 10 conference sessions constitute the current database. The 10 transcripts were then analyzed for linguistic indicators of stance.
Nonagentive stance. Within the 10 data sets, we isolated the following as indicators of nonagentive stance on the part of the students, that is, a stance in which participants were not self-directed, were resistant to the task or elements thereof, and did not take control of the planning or solution of the writing problems at hand. These markers tend to express uncertainty, confusion, and negative evaluations of self and other. As noted in Table 3 , they include syntactic and lexical negation and negative descriptors, in addition to such nonagentive speech act functions as procrastination, complaint, resistance, or refusal. justification, providing excuse for uncertainty (e.g., "I've never done this before") complaint (e.g., "I don't think it's a good article for me") procrastination (e.g., "I'm still thinking about it") refusal (e.g., "I don't really want to explain everything") exclamation of unexpectedness (e.g., "oh my God, everything is different") resistance (e.g., "it's like-make no sense for an article")
The following excerpts from the transcripts illustrate how these discursive instantiations of nonagency reflected difficulties and challenges that students appeared to face in regard to these writing tasks.
Example (1) illustrates a significant problem that Seongcheol encountered in writing his first draft of the critique (for a list of transcription conventions used in the data excerpts, see Appendix C). The numbers to the left of the dialogue represent the turn number within the conference. The abbreviation I in Excerpt (1) and all subsequent excerpts refers to "instructor." Italics are intended to highlight the target forms (e.g., markers of nonagentive or agentive stance).
( Seongcheol's initial obstacle, as he admits, relates to his difficulty in understanding the reading material. Thus, he prefaced his response to the instructor's opening query by focusing on the idea that he could not follow the author's point well enough to even formulate an opinion or reaction.
Example (2) from Alloo's critique writing conference is replete with nonagentive stance markers. These are somewhat parallel to what we observed above in that Alloo also mentioned his perceived lack of understanding of the author's point. He also emphasized the difficulty that he had in transforming his thoughts into writing. Excerpts (3) and (4) are qualitatively different from (1) and (2) in that they contain students' exclamations of unexpectedness with regard to particular aspects of their understandings of the task at hand. In both cases, the students compared their own writing with writings produced by othersperceived to be substantially different from their own work. In (3), the instructor opened the session by asking Belinda about her reaction to the collaborative peer review conducted in their previous class session. Belinda's surprise, however, centers on the fact that what she had examined as a successful first draft of the argument synthesis in the collaborative peer review exercise differed vastly from her own expectation of it; she now faces a greater challenge than she had realized.
We observe a similar reaction in (4), excerpted from Darlene's critique writing conference. Darlene also found herself overwhelmed by what she deemed high-quality writing in the professional essay she chose to critique. Darlene's tendency to take a nonagentive stance at this level in her conference rests on her doubting her own work, particularly from the point of view of organization. She mentions this issue in turn 13 and again in turn 24. In addition, she justifies her lack of confidence in or certainty about the task by indicating that this was her first time to have attempted such a writing assignment, first at turn 13 and again at turns 26 and 28. It is interesting to note, Darlene also appeals to the concept of right vs. wrong with regard to how she organized her work, demonstrating an incipient orientation to a more dualistic, discrete skills approach to the evaluation of writing.
Agentive stance. With regard to morphosyntactic and/or lexical indicators of agentive stance, that is, a stance in which participants actively engaged in problem-solving activities and expressed goal-oriented planning strategies, we isolated predominantly modal expressions of possibility, potential, and obligation. The majority of agentive stance indicators surfaced in the form of functional and/or interactional moves, such as completing incomplete utterances by the instructor, providing reasons or rationales for revision strategy, providing unmitigated affirmative responses, and imagining the reader in writing conference dialogue. The general inventory of such morphosyntactic and/or lexical markers and functional and/or interactional moves as indicators of students' agentive stance are noted in Table 4. 370 Written Communication
Table 4 Exemplars of Agentive Stance Markers
Examples (5) through (8), excerpted from later discourse from the conferences with Seongcheol, Alloo, Belinda, and Darlene, reveal that the students underwent a shift in their stances vis-à-vis the writing task. In these examples, we find that students now begin to take on a more positive, proactive view of their role within the writing assignment. We first examine (5), from a later segment of Seongcheol's critique writing conference.
(5) Seongcheol-Critique writing conference 95 I: So she thinks she is closer to her roots, because she speaks the language, and she thinks English gives her new life. Recall Seongcheol's frustration about not being able to understand the author's point, as expressed in turns 43 and 45 and illustrated in Excerpt (1) . By the time the interaction progresses to turn 96, we see that a stance shift is emerging. Seongcheol is beginning to dialogue about the contents of the article and his understanding of the author's point. At turn 100, Seongcheol confirms his point in response to his instructor's comment, and by line 120, we find clear evidence of Seongcheol's stance shift, emerging again at turns 125, 132, and 134, all of which are imbued with agency and goal directedness. All contain a modal of potential and/or possibility, that is, "can" or "will." Turns 125 and 134 are unmitigated affirmative responses, and turn 132 contains a specific plan for revision-adding more summary to the article. He solved this issue essentially on his own, but through the mediated interactional discourse with his instructor.
Example (6) illustrates Alloo's shift toward a more agentive stance. The excerpt provided earlier in (2) represents a series of turns preceding this extract. In turns 4 through 8 and again at 45, we observed Alloo's rather negative view of himself, the task, and his understanding of the piece he had chosen to critique. By turn 49, he alluded to the frustration a reader might have with a piece that is difficult to understand: If the reader doesn't understand it, she or he throws it away. Alloo's turns subsequent to this, excerpted in (6), however, contained agency stance shifts, as they now index his determination and certainty. In collaborative dialogue with his instructor, Alloo itemizes three specific problems with the article, at turns 53, 55, and 59-as if composing his critique on the spot. The very act of verbalizing his plan, of expressing it out loud, rendered his thought processes visible and helped him solidify his ideas. In addition to the content of these turns, note their length. Recall from Table 2 that of the seven students in the current study, Alloo's turns contained the largest mean number of words. Excerpt (7) reveals similar stance shifts in Belinda's argument synthesis conference. In contrast to the unexpected degree of challenge associated with this writing assignment as intimated in the opening turns of the conference in (3), we find that her surprise has transformed into a sense of agency, whereby she is taking the initiative for planning her revision by proffering examples that she could incorporate from the readings (turns 83 and 85). In turns 96, 97, and 111, Belinda is at once displaying a sensitivity toward reader response ("that's not very convincing") and a commitment to the resolution of that problem-with two turns marked with the phrasal modal of obligation: "I have to use examples where the people doesn't help," "I have to find examples like resources in the computer." (7) (.) 
find (tsk) examples like resources in the computer
Similarly, in the examples of Darlene's nonagentive discourse from (4), we witnessed her apprehension with regard to the task at hand ("I was shaking after that"), the challenge that reading posed for her ("sometimes you have to read a lot and that's my problem"), and her justification for her negativity and uncertainty ("this is my first critique"). In contrast, in (8) we find that she has taken the initiative of locating an outside source that she could use to support her position. The discourse is markedly agentive in nature-it is confident and goal oriented. In turn 96, Darlene completed her instructor's sentence, indicating that she was tracking the instructor's speech, anticipating what might come next, and she unhesitatingly supplied the candidate word. In turns 100 and 103, Darlene specified the potential supporting examples that she might use in her later draft-from material in another course she was taking on campus. Clearly, Darlene demonstrated that she was in charge of the next step in the drafting process.
In analyzing the early and later comments of these four students, we note ostensible shifts in attitude. In all four cases, the conference sessions opened with students exhibiting a stance of uncertainty, insecurity, or negativity relating to elements of the task itself and to their own perceptions of themselves as writers engaged in a new and more challenging writing assignment. And, in all cases, the later segments revealed aspects of students' agency and control. They began to plan their next revisions using concrete strategies. Table 5 provides a summary of all conference sessions for each student, with all turn lines coded for expressions of nonagentive stance and agentive stance based on the exemplars from Tables 3 and 4 and illustrated in Extracts (1) to (8) . Observe that if expressions of nonagentive stance occurred in the individual data set, they tended to occur in the earlier turns (i.e., with lower turn numbers). Conversely, indicators of agentive stance tended to occur at a later stage in the interaction (i.e., indicating higher turn numbers).
As is evident from the results in Table 5 , however, students' attitudinal shifts do not occur in a linear and unidirectional fashion; that is, although many do gain agency and evince signs of strength and control as each writing conference progresses, they find themselves facing obstacles yet again with later tasks, all of which underscores the fact that writing is by nature a self-discovery process; writers consistently encounter various stages of recursive challenge, regardless of their level of proficiency and confidence.
In other words, representations of agentive or nonagentive stances are not fixed and unchanging. In the case of Belinda, her first critique conference contained no tokens of nonagentive stance marking, whereas her argument synthesis did, albeit minimally. Furthermore, as Table 3 indicates, 27, 29, 32, 38, 40, 45, 58, 60, 61, 63, 66, 71, 73, 79, 85, 99, 103, 114, 118, 120, 122, 141, 143, 149, 151, 153, 155, 162, 164, 166, 177, 181, 183 Darlene 2, 6, 13, 19, 24, 26, 28, 30 44, 48, 50, 52, 59, 61, 63, 73, 76, 80, 82, 84, 86, 90, 92, 94, 96, 100, 103 Tang 3, 11, 14, 23, 80, 82, 88, 90, 94, 96, 133, 103, 123, 125, 129, 131, 147, 195, 197, 199, 201, 203, 205, 222, 135, 137, 140, 143, 147, 151 156, 168, 230, 239, 241, 243, 248, 250, 257 6, 12, 20, 24, 26, 43, 45, 68, 89 96, 100, 104, 106, 108, 120, 125, 130, 132, 134, 138, 142, 146, 148 Alloo 5, 8, 11, 15, 23, 35, 45, 49, 61, 63 51, 53, 55, 59 Writing Conference #1 (Argument Synthesis-Bystander Apathy-Draft 1) 8, 10, 12, 16, 18, 25, 63 51, 53, 55, 59, 65, 68, 77, 82, 84, 887, 90, 95, 104, 112, 135, 137, 143, 152, 169, 178, 180, 184, 189, 194, 199, 206, 215, 217, 209, 244, 250, 254, 263, 265, 268, 289 Belinda 4, 47, 53 24, 28, 30, 36, 38, 55, 62, 64, 71, 73, 79, 83, 85, 86, 89, 96, 97, 100, 102, 105, 108, 111, 113, 125, 131, 133, 142, 146, 149, 151, 154, 156, 165, 185, 188, 189, 196, 203, 206, 208, 213, 215, 217 Tang 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 21, 23, 26, 28, 30, 34, 36, 42, 47, 49, 99, 101, 115, 118, 121, 156, 182, 200, 202, 217, 219, 221, 225,  students often exhibited difficulties in the earlier segments of the critique conference and then overcame those difficulties by turning them into plans of action in the later segments of the same conference. Nonetheless, students continued to index stances of nonagency in the early segments of the argument synthesis conference. What is relatively consistent, however, is the trend for nonagentive stance marking to occur in the earlier segments and agentive stance marking in the later segments of both conferences. Note, for example, that most nonagentive stance marking turns in both conferences tend to taper off and be replaced by agentive stance marking, as encapsulated in Table 6 .
For the most part, the agentive turns begin just after or at least relatively close to the last nonagentive turn. Tang, the student from Mainland China, is a strong exception. First, as indicated in Table 5 , Tang's discourse contains, by far, the largest number of turns coded for nonagency. Second, the nonagentive turns seem to be interspersed among agentive turns with regard to the evolution of both of his writing conferences. This is clear in Tables 5 and 6 .
In the sections that follow, we illustrate in more detail and build on the concept of emergent agency as it pertains to Tang's case in particular.
The Case of Tang: From Maximal Resistance to Emergent Agency
Tang was a student from Mainland China and had just begun his college study at the time the research was conducted. As noted in his journal entry 376 Written Communication Tang has a personal interest in writing, in perfecting his writing, and in using writing as an instrument that he can hone and control. Writing for him is an important "skill," one that can be evaluated by others, in addition to being a "tool" for communication. Writing bears a strong relationship with self-presentation.
As noted, the journal entry was written during the fourth week of class, after students had completed Assignments #1 (my favorite place) and #2 (observations-relationships between culture and politeness). Tang did not have much trouble with either essay, nor did he seem to find Essay #3 (reaction to news article) particularly difficult.
Tang's Writing Conference-Critique
Stance of maximal resistance. However, Assignment #4, the critique, posed a serious challenge for Tang. In fact, by the time he attended the first writing conference, he had not even begun writing the first draft. Unlike the excerpts in (1) to (4) above, where students attributed their lack of understanding of the readings to their own deficiencies as in (1) and (2), or expressed a stance of surprise or unexpectedness in the face of a miscalculated challenge, as in (3) and (4), Tang essentially blamed the article; 7 to him, the piece was defective and not worthy of being critiqued-it did not fit into his category of what constitutes "good writing." However, Tang also expressed later that even "good writing is too good to be critiqued." Example (10) reflects a glimpse of Tang's low level of involvement in and negative feelings toward the writing task:
As early as the third turn in this interaction, Tang indicates that the article will not work for him. He rationalized his position by blaming the piece ("I can write a critique, but I don't think it is a good article for me") and the author ("His writing skill is not a good-," "he doesn't say any-," "He just say it's kind of lie to customer"). Negative evaluative markers pervade the opening comments ("make no sense," "useless for me," "not good"), and overall, Tang was supremely resistant to the assignment. Table 7 represents a collection of the lexical, morphosyntactic, and semantic negative descriptors that Tang used during the opening and middle segments of the writing conference, from turns 1 to 181, out of the 319 total turn exchanges in the session.
Tang's initial pattern of discourse is reminiscent of the discursive patterns that we observed earlier in (1) to (4), excerpted from the opening segments of the writing conferences of four of Tang's classmates. In Tang's case, however, we note a stance of extreme epistemic certainty; that is, Tang's comments consist of bold declaratives, rarely mitigated by modals or other types of hedging strategies ("it's not convincing," "it's useless for me," "it doesn't have a major point," "He doesn't have any like-conclusion"). 
Tang's Emergent Agency-Critique
When he expressed this stance and worked through his feelings with respect to the article that he had chosen and the assignment itself, Tang gradually came to solve these and other problems during the mediated interaction with his instructor; we note attendant shifts in his perceptions and glimmers of emergent agency. Excerpt (11) adumbrates the first of such shifts: "No^. I ju-just want like-ta^lk about it, I-I don't think it's a goo^d a:rticle." "Fir^st Fir^st its topic, (0.2)it's like kind of out of to-[topic." "it's not about the electronic money." "But a^ctually^ [he-he-his argument i-i-is like-is not as strong." "I-I-it's not convincing." "I don't think it's a good article for me." "Hi-his writing skill is not a good-I mean-" "it's useless for me," "So-I-it's like make no sense for an article." "I don't think it's good (.) for a critique." "Actually it doesn't have a major point inside." "poor organization." "He doesn't have any like-conclusion, actually." "I think it is kind of too hard for me." "So-so it's kind of hard to-((chuckle)) to find article, you know."
distribution. Prior to this exchange, Tang and the instructor interactively concluded that a critique need not focus solely on the ideas in a piece, that one could also evaluate macro levels of organization and delivery and microlevels of rhetoric and style. In (11), Tang's reiteration of this understanding constitutes the first time within the entire writing conference that he voluntarily seeks information and/or confirmation from the instructor. This perceptual shift marks an interactional turning point for Tang.
Immediately following Tang's expressed reconceptualization of the assignment, we note a gradual and consistent change in his discursive patterns reflecting a concomitant emergence of agency. At this point, Tang began to work through the assignment in a deliberate, rational, and logical manner. Excerpt (12) followed shortly after the interaction in (11): locating explicit details relating to the generation of a critique. He recognized the "summary" component as a task that he is capable of accomplishing. Furthermore, through his deliberate appeal to these course-related papers, he reified himself as a member of the class. And, notably, at line 129, Tang used the first-person plural "we," underscoring his role as a member of this group, all of whom shared the common goal of undertaking this writing assignment. Finally, Tang's use of the phrasal modal of necessity and/or obligation have to (lines 125 and 129) reflects the concrete steps that he would undertake in the agentive planning of his first draft.
Tang's characterization of the analysis component as "kind of hard" is also noteworthy. For him, the analysis posed a challenge, though clearly it was not a paralyzingly overwhelming one. This descriptor contrasts nicely with Tang's earlier discursive patterns of unmitigated negativity (e.g., "useless," "makes no sense"). In the talk that immediately followed this segment, with guided mediation by the instructor, Tang began to reflect on precisely what it was that posed an obstacle for him regarding the analytic component. The interaction in (13) illustrates this. single paragraph, it'll be too long, and it won't be good for a critique." However, whereas the discourse was intended as "problem solving" in nature, we see that it actually served as problem-creating discourse. Tang's logic and hyperbole, in fact, adumbrate the remerging resistance that appeared straightforwardly in the immediately following discourse in (14).
In (14), the instructor indirectly guided Tang in narrowing down the focus of his analysis by asking him to locate "major points" of the article. Tang countered that no major points existed-an unequivocal stance of resistance; he abdicated once more. Tang indeed seemed to have given up momentarily: His responses to the instructor's comments at turns 151 and 155 were no longer the agentive types of expressions indicating deliberateness that we observed earlier ("I have to") or conditionals of planning and problem solving ("if I pull out," "if I want to write about"). Rather, they were signals of straightforward resistance. However, here it was not the entire task that seemed overwhelming and beyond the scope of Tang's ability, but only portions of that task.
As the interaction progressed through a mediated negotiation with the instructor and a renewed establishment of common ground, Tang regained his confidence and sense of direction, as he came, once again, to understand the global purpose and individual components of a critique. In Excerpt (15) , the instructor guided Tang with some degree of explicit instruction; however, Tang actually cut her short to request confirmation about his understanding of how to proceed. He began to exhibit a definitive shift in stance throughout the interaction, with an especially positive view of the assignment expressed at the end of this segment. seemed to liberate him in the planning of this draft. The first concerned the actual execution of the writing task: He realized that it might be an effective strategy to incorporate some of the actual critique into the summary section. This was particularly so because as Tang noted at turns 201 through 205, the author actually contradicts his own points-a foundational departure point for Tang's critique ("uh, seems like the author proposes like blahblahblah, but actually in the article, he says another opinion").
By the end of this segment, Tang finally expressed a positive view of the task and of himself as a writer ("it's like a new trial" [i.e., "like trying something new"]). He seemed willing to accept this new challenge.
The final excerpt from Tang's conference exhibits similar shifts in agentive discourse as those observed in (5) to (8) from his classmates. By the end of this interaction, Tang, like his classmates, reiterated the focal points from the conference and actually planned the writing of his draft, as is evident in (16).
Tang's discourse reflects a sense of confidence, direction, and concrete plans for the next stage in this task-the actual writing of his draft. Like his classmates, Tang employed modals of certainty, for example, "I will critique," "I'll choose like two parts," and so on and laid out a specific direction with regard to how his critique will be constructed, that is, "one part it's critique about the argument, . . . another part, it's critique about writing skills."
What Tang produced in his writing reflected much of what he had discovered and worked through in his writing conference, especially the points noted in Excerpts (15) and (16); that is, following a brief summary, Tang analyzed the primary arguments (i.e., "ideas") in the article through a pointby-point process. He then moved on to critique the author's actual writing and the overall organization of the author's ideas. He signaled the shift in focus from critiquing the author's "ideas" to critiquing his "writing skills" with the following transition sentence: "We can also find that the author did not really care about his essay's structure." Tang concluded his critique with the statement, "Strongly influenced by his own opinion, the author forgets to perform a good essay's structure, but just directly writes everything from his mind down on the Internet." Although some parts of his draft were not sufficiently supported or eloquently argued, Tang clearly overcame his initial obstacles and succeeded in producing a well-elaborated and coherently organized piece of writing. Tang's essay is reproduced in Appendix D.
As the writing conference for Essay #4 unfolded, we observed a marked transformation in Tang's attitude, planning, strategizing, and ultimately in the actual writing that he produced. This multidimensional transformation emerged through guided interactions during which the novice writer engaged in dialogic interaction while working through such primary trouble source areas as his grasp of the task at hand, his perceived ability to accomplish that task, and the planning of concrete strategies for the content and organization of his work.
Tang's Writing Conference #2-Essay #5 (Draft # 1.5) Argument Synthesis
We have just observed Tang's liberation from an initial self-perception of overwhelming insecurity that precluded him from accomplishing (even simply beginning) the writing task. However, as we note in this section, such change is not necessarily linear and unidirectional; that is, in spite of the fact that Tang ultimately did succeed in producing the essay, when faced with a new challenge, that is, Essay #5, argument synthesis, he initially reverted back to his earlier pattern of resistance and abdication. The opening segment of the early draft writing conference for this assignment is excerpted in (17) below.
Here, we find that Tang's initial stance is nearly identical to what we observed in (10) , the opening segments from the critique writing conference. One major difference, however, lies in the fact that this time Tang did attempt a first draft, and it was that draft that he brought with him to the conference.
In (17), the interaction opens as the instructor queries Tang as to how he feels about his draft, and his responses constitute a cohesive chain of negative markers ("I don't have," "I don't like it," "my idea's poor"). We encounter a renewed sense of frustration, self-doubt, and negativity. Once again, Tang found himself confronting a challenging writing assignment with a string of reasons as to why he was not satisfied with his first draft. Table 8 presents a collection of the descriptors that Tang used in the opening and middle segments of this second writing conference.
As in the earlier conference, Tang rationalized why he was not satisfied with his work. In contrast to his earlier resistance to the assignment and the essay he chose to critique, here he places the blame almost entirely on himself-his ideas, his difficulty in locating outside sources, and his ability overall: "I can't" "it's hard," "I have nothing to write about," "my idea's poor."
By the end of the writing conference, however, we again witness Tang's agency emerge. As the conference progressed, Tang engaged himself meaningfully in the collaborative interchange and in the writing task itself. His resistance and negativity were transformed into concrete problem-solving and planning strategies, and his tone became confident and light. Example (18) illustrates this.
In place of negative descriptors and expressions of insecurity and weakness, Tang appealed to modal markers of certainty, obligation, and confidence: "I have to say something more," "I have to include," "I will ask you again." Furthermore, he viewed his writing as a meaningful communication of ideas, opinions, and information; he became cognizant of the reader's role in his writing and strived to be sure that his ideas were clear, convincing, and well supported: "And this part is very important; I have to say something more." Tang's tone at turns 336 and 338 became even somewhat jovial, as he chuckled with his instructor that whatever additional questions or concerns he may have, he'd be sure to raise them before Friday, the due date for that draft.
In (19), we present one final example from Tang's discourse. The excerpt is from the reflective journal that Tang (and the other students) produced at the end of the semester. The prompt reads as follows:
Throughout the semester, we have written descriptive paragraphs, short essays, a critique, an argument synthesis, and a research paper. This journal entry nicely encapsulates the contrast that existed between Tang's initial self-perception and how he came to perceive himself at the end of the semester-a contrast that echoes a similar trajectory that Tang followed in the two writing conferences analyzed here. Moreover, we note that Tang recognized that his confidence level in his own writing skills had transcended beyond the writing classroom; he now felt that he had gained sufficient problem-solving experience in writing and that he was capable of accepting new writing challenges across his curriculum of study.
Discussion and Conclusion
The analysis and discourse extracts presented here reveal a number of issues with regard to dialogue, mediation, and learning. First, through a microlevel examination of writing conference discourse, we have observed various ways in which newcomers to a particular discourse community collaboratively work through task-related obstacles with a more expert member of that community.
Our findings mirror what Wells (1999, p. 138) referred to as "semiotic apprenticeship," a tripartite model of school-based learning that encompasses the following points: (a) that learning and the development of expertise takes place gradually and progressively through participation in activities in which knowledge is recursively constructed, applied, and revised; (b) although engaged in such activities, learners collaborate with and assist as well as receive guidance from others; and (c) knowledge-building activities require semiotic resources that mediate learning and understanding.
In the writing conference data presented here, we observed the gradual and progressive advancement of students' understandings of the tasks at hand within the situated interactions with their instructor, with a particular focus on the planning and formulation phases of the composition process. Students openly voiced their opinions concerning the readings, their own early drafts, and writings produced by others. Frequently, as noted throughout this article, we observed a rather consistent tendency for students to evince signs of nonagency, including negative evaluations, resistance, refusals, and procrastination, especially within the earlier segments of the conference. As the conferences unfolded, we noted discernible shifts in stance whereby students progressively displayed more agentive attitudes toward the tasks in general and toward their own writings in particular.
The "semiotic resources" that mediated such progress within these students' stances involved a multiplicity of elements: the instructor and the quality and/or quantity of her responses; detailed written explanations of each genre (i.e., critique and argument synthesis), including the purpose, overall structure, and components (excerpted from the Behrens & Rosen, 1996, textbook) ; representative samples of the genres written by professionals and/or experts; sample student first drafts circulated and discussed during the collaborative peer review; and the various discussions that took place in class. These and other dialogically centered materials collectively constitute "the resources of culture" (Wells, 1999, p. 138 )-the mediational means that aid students in understanding the variety of practices involved in academic writing and the expectations for their mastery of the writing tasks at hand, including the applicable procedural and substantive knowledge associated with each.
Also noteworthy is the fact that the central focus of the current study is on the early phases of the composition process. The data include a robust collection of interactions in which novice second-language writers present incipient thoughts, ideas, plans, and feelings, especially with regard to the more challenging writing tasks of critique and argument synthesis. The microlevel analysis presented here provides us with a perspective into the planning and formulation processes among seven student writers from a total of 10 writing conferences. In the situated, moment-by-moment interactions with their instructor, we have observed firsthand these students' fluctuations in attitude, confidence, and goal orientations as they face each task, articulate difficulties and obstacles associated with the task, and gradually figure out how to overcome them. These fluctuations are evident in the morphosyntactic and/or lexical marking of the students' discourse as well as in the more macro level expressions of functional and/or interactional moves and speech acts.
We hope that this article will serve to partially bridge the extant gap in research discussed by Carson (2001) The article "Electronic 'Money' is Bogus Money!" by Chrisopher Saunders, a Former Sysop of Politically Incorrect BBS in Toronto, is written some problems about electronic money. As a "cyberman," Saunders thinks of electronic money from a very unique degree that electronic money is human being's degeneracy! He concludes that electronic money is just a huge fraud that will enslave people to a computer. The author first lists several well-known arguments for electronic money. One argument is that debit card is safer than carrying cash, anyone else can't use your card without your PIN. But author assumes that a hacker can extract the PIN in the future then wipe out the whole account. Therefore, carrying cash is better than a debit card since people just lost their money in the pocket but not all in their accounts if they were robbed. Another argument is that people don't need to go to local bank machine to withdraw money after they own a debit card, computer help people to do their finances. Saunders believes that people should take care their own finances and they should not allow the computer to do it for them.
In the second part of his essay, Saunders argues that there are two main problems of electronic money. One is that electronic money doesn't exist, it is data inside a computer that banker can create an unlimited supply of them. Saunders explains that money should be gold and silver or the notes which have same value of gold. He especially points out that the United States code doesn't say that lawful money is electronic money. He then declares that although paper money is a fraud, it at least exists "some energy has to be expended in order to create them" he says. Another problem is that electronic money makes people have no privacy. Saunders finds that all of people's consumption details will be known by the people who control the electronic money system. Therefore, the government will know exactly how much income tax people have to pay. "There will be no opportunity to 'fiddle' with your taxes," Sauders says. And he thinks that government will avoid people to be ((prevent people from being)) a political dissident by knowing their spending habits.
As a political dissident, Saunders is strongly influenced by his own feeling. It brings us to the main weakness of his essay that his assumptions cannot well support his argument. He makes an assumption in the first part of the essay that says a hacker may extract people's PIN number and wipe out their whole accounts' money, so he argues that cash is better because robber cannot rob your money from your account. I agree that his assumption is ture, but in the mean time, we can consider that hacker can attack bank's account system, then get all the money in people's accounts! He makes an assumption that wants to question about debit card's security problem but this assumption attacks cash's account security in the same time.
In the second part of his essay, he take out United States Code "Lawful money of the United States shall be construed to mean gold and silver" to prove that electronic money is not lawful money. He makes a mistake that United States Code does not say that notes is lawful money too. From above, we can see that Saunders' assumptions area just like a two side sword can be used to both support and attack his arguments.
We can also find that the author did not really care about his essay's structure. He makes a big mistake that is main purpose is out of his topic. Even his essay's topic is "electronic money is bogus money" and he tries to explain why electronic money is fraud in his beginning and conclusion part. The whole essay is more like talk about some problems of electronic money. He does not describe his purpose and argument clearly. Saunders even complains that people cannot "fiddle" with their taxes by using debit card which is a good point of debit card. Strongly influenced by his own opinion, Saunders forgets to perform a good essay's structure, but just directly writes everything from is mind down on the Internet.
As the latest payment method, debit card has several conveniences that cash can't never have. Although it still has some problems that need to be noticed and reclaimed, it is still a human being's advancement. The author offers us a very interesting topic about electronic money, but he does not explain it well. Hopefully, we will have some more essays which has interesting topic and well-performing structure in the future.
Notes
1. The dialogic model was first instituted in 2000 as an experimental approach to teaching assistant (TA) training in second language writing pedagogy in a then nascent program in applied linguistics at a major northeastern university. It was extended and implemented in multiple sections of ESL (English as a Second Language) freshman composition between 2001 and 2004 as a research-based experimental approach to L2 writing pedagogy within an otherwise traditional ESL writing program. See Strauss, Feiz, Xiang, and Ivanova (in press ) and Strauss (2006) for a more complete description of the approach, its delivery, and its philosophy.
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